Project: CP180131- University of Missouri Healthcare- Women’s and Children’s Hospital Exterior Envelope Replacement

Bid Date & Time: Oct. 17, 2019, 1:30pm

Bid Captain: Daniel Dercher – daniel.dercher@nabholz.com
Mitchell Fuemmeler – mitchell.fuemmeler@nabholz.com

**ADDENDUM NOTICE**

Design Package #2- Addendum #5 has been issued

The following is included in Addendum #5:

Construction Manager’s Manual Clarifications:

Section 1.00 Invitation to Bid:

- .02 Bidding Procedure – REVISE Bid date to: Thursday, Oct. 17th, 2019, 1:30pm

ATTACHMENTS:

- ADDENDUM #5 – DESIGN PACAKGE TWO (2 pages)

Acknowledgement of all addenda is a requirement of the bid process. Please acknowledge this and all addenda on the Bid Form found in section 3.00.02 of the Construction Manager’s Manual.

Should you have any questions concerning this project, please contact the Bid Captain noted above.

Daniel Dercher
Senior Estimator
ADDENDUM #5 - DESIGN PACKAGE TWO

DATE: October 04, 2019

TO CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ENTITLED:

WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL - EXTERIOR ENVELOPE REPLACEMENT, ISSUE FOR BID

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
PROJECT NUMBER: CP180131

PREPARED FOR: The Curators of the University of Missouri

CONSULTANT: International Architects Atelier, Inc.
912 Broadway Suite 300
Kansas City, Missouri 64105
Telephone: (816) 471-6522

Drawings and Specifications for the above noted project and the work covered thereby are herein modified as follows, and except as set forth herein, otherwise remain unchanged and in full force and effect:

DRAWING CHANGES:

1. TYPICAL RIBBON WINDOW DETAIL
   CLARIFICATION: Refer to AD-42, DETAIL B1 for revisions to the Project’s typical ribbon window detail. Add dimension clarifying depth of typical sunshades throughout project. Add 16-gauge angle at window head and sill. Add HSS3-1/2x3-1/2x316 tubes from the top of the window to the floor slab above at each sunshade outrigger connection, re: structural.

2. SHEET S500 DETAILS B5 AND B14, SHEET S501 DETAIL K23 – ISSUED IN ADDENDUM #4 DESIGN PACKAGE TWO
   CLARIFICATION: At each sunshade outrigger connections, provide HSS3 1/2x3 1/2x316 tubes from the top of the window to the floor slab above. At Level 5, provide HSS3-1/2x3-1/2x316 from the top of the window to the L4x4x1/4, shown in detail K23/S501 – the tube should be welded to the L4x4.

ATTACHMENTS: AD-42

END OF ADDENDUM #5 - DESIGN PACKAGE TWO
INSTALL NEW METAL STUDS WHERE REQUIRED FOR NEW SUN SCREEN UNITS TO ATTACH TO. RE: ELEVATIONS LOCATIONS OF SUN SCREEN PENETRATION POINTS.

AT EACH SUNSHADE OUTRIGGER CONNECTION, PROVIDE HSS 3-1/2X3-1/2X3/16 FROM TOP OF WINDOW TO FLOOR SLAB ABOVE, TYPICAL. RE: STRUCTURAL.